Project 1 resubmission

Note: this work is optional.

Purpose
For those of you who would like a chance to make changes and improvements to your beverage scene from project 1, you may do so by taking into account the critique and feedback you have received, and by making use of what you have learned in class since then.

Note that there is no guarantee that your grade will increase as a result; and if it does increase, it will only be by at most one level.

One thing you can rest assured of though is that your grade will not decrease!
(note that if you choose to work on this, you would be doing it in parallel with project 2)

Preliminaries
Create a proj1_resub folder under your course directory dropbox

Deliverables
Submit your scene (drink2.mb) as well as your image (name it drink2.tif), and any other related files, to your dropbox’s proj1_resub directory.

Due Date
Friday 3/9/18, 10 pm